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Terminology 

 

Throughout this course will be using some special terminology that refer to bits of a rope. Have a look at 

these pictures before you start reading this booklet; then you should begin to understand us a little more 

easily!! 

 

A second point to note is that a number of published manuals do not all call knot and lashings the same, name and indeed 

often contradict each other in the naming.  

 

 

 
 

 
Pioneering or Scout engineering refers to the work of military engineers who went ahead of the army on foot, to 
build bridges, roads and to generally prepare the way. They got there first, often in the wilderness, and had to make 
do with what they could find, or carry. With axes and ropes they worked wonders and created many functional 
structures. In Scouting we carry on this tradition as it provides Patrols with a challenge and an opportunity to 
develop as a team and achieve something worthwhile. Before building it is necessary to have an understanding of 
the skills involved as well as enthusiasm. Firstly, it is necessary to know how to tie the required knots and 
lashings; secondly, you must have spars or poles from which to build your project. The next consideration is 
ropes and pulleys to bridge and secure your project and lastly some know how and loads of common sense. Each 
project should be approached in a logical way 
 

 What are we trying to do 
 What equipment do we have 
 What is the best way to use this equipment 
 Designing the project  
 Planning the steps to complete the project 
 Testing and safety 
 Dismantling the project 

 

Every project should be approached in this way. The designs suggested are tried and tested however you rarely 

find a level river bed or trees in the right places for rope bridges etc. so each of the basic designs suggested will 

have to be modified to suit the conditions you encounter. 

 
Experience would suggest that the best lashing to use in the construction of the projects is not the traditional 
square lashing but rather the Norwegian lashing which is easier and quicker to tie than the traditional lashing. 
With the Norwegian lashing the sisal or lashing rope is halved and you are constantly pulling the strain against 
yourself which makes it easier to tighten and manage the construction of the lashing plus you finish it off with a 
reef knot or granny knot which ever is easiest. Once you master the technique it can be adapted to the other 
lashings - Tripod, Diagonal, and Sheer.  

 

 

 

 



 

Ropes 
 

Ropes come in many types and sizes and to simplify matters you should use the following as a guide. 

 

75mm rope (25 mm diameter) or larger, certainly no smaller than 75mm, should be used whenever it is 

intended to hold weight such as in the case of a monkey bridge - foot and hand rails, aerial runways, 

and commando rope bridges. 

50 mm rope (16 mm diameter) should be used for 'reeving' up pulleys and anchors and for rope ladders. 

25mm rope (8mm diameter) should be used for guy ropes in general, on large structures this size would 

need to be increased 

 

 

Simple diameter measuring Tool 

 
 

 

Rope Breaking Strain in Kg (Approx Guide)  

- 8mm 10mm 12mm 14mm 16mm 18mm 20mm 24mm 

3-Strand Nylon - 

Kgm 
- 2200 3000 4200 5300 6700 8500 12000 

Octoplait/Anchorplait 

Nylon - Kgm 
- 2200 3000 4200 5300 6700 8500 12000 

3-Strand Polyester - 

Kgm 
1050 1680 2400 3370 4340 5480 6820 - 

Braided Dockline - 

Kgm 
- - 4048 5510 7197 - - - 

Braid-on-Braid 

Polyester - Kgm 
1700 2400 3000 3800 4300 5600 6700 - 

3-Strand Pre-

stretched Polyester - 

Kgm 

1400 2200 2800 - - - - - 

16-Plait Matt 

Polyester - Kgm 
        

 

 

 

 



Coiling a Rope 
 

In order to protect a rope from damage and to aid in transporting it, you need to be able to coil a rope 

properly. This can be done in a number of ways as shown. When coiling let the rope fall into natural 

loops. In order for this to happen it will be necessary to flick and turn the rope. Once completed the coil 

is secured by a whipping type knot or via a loop knot. When coiling a heavy hawser it is best to coil it 

in large loops on the ground. Passing the hawser through your legs will aid this process and prevent 

tangling. The coil is secured using short sisal ties 

 

 

 
 

 



Care of Ropes 
 

 Ropes become damaged and weakened by  

 General Wear and Tear, including the use of knots and bends  

 Shock Loading  

 Excessive Friction (including internally of grit or stones get into them)  

 Depending on material of manufacture; Damp, Heat, Sunlight & Chemicals  
 

Care of Ropes  

 Do not thread on rope  

 Do not allow it to become nipped or kinked  

 Avoid rubbing and abrasion caused by ill fitting blocks and tackle  

 Avoid regular use in the same position for a long time  

 Use sacking to reduce friction if appropriate  

 Avoid running rope over gravel, sand or gritty surfaces  

 Do not drop from a height  

 Smaller stuff e.g. cotton thread, string and that made of polypropylene or to a lesser extend 

polyethylene should not be exposed to bright sunlight  

 Avoid chemical contamination such as car battery acid, Milton, bleach, salt  

 Protect synthetic rope from heat generated by friction, campfires, stoves, acetylene cutting tools 

and so on  

 Avoid ropes, especially those that are wet and/or made of natural fibres, from freezing  

Storage  

 Store in a cool, dry place  

 Ensure ropes are dry before storage – dry gently  

 Undo any knots and remove any blocks and tackle  

 Coil loosely and hang on pegs well above the floor  

Maintenance  

 Wash dirty ropes to remove abrasive grit from their fibres and dry gently  

 Soak and rinse ropes that have been exposed to sea water to remove salt  

 Inspect all ropes before use for  

 Loose, Worn or cut strands  

 Staining indicating chemical attack  

 Fusing, Glazing or melting  

 Stretching especially where a point in the rope is reduced in diameter  

 A log must be kept for all climbing, abseiling and safety ropes 



Pulleys 
 

Most pioneering projects can be completed using 2 pulleys - a single block and a double block. 

However, it is best to aim for 2 single blocks and 2 double blocks and perhaps a number of small blocks 

- the ones used for clothesline and sailing. This will allow you to complete most projects you 

 

 

 

Mousing 
Blocks generally have hooks on and so ropes can slip off of these hooks if the tension is changing. So in 

interests of safety we need to prevent this happening by 'mousing' the hook. This is done using sisal 

which is bound around the 'bill' and back of the hook as shown. Mousing is not 100% effective so it 

should be checked at regular intervals when in use on a structure the picture below is a step- by-step 

guide to this. Start   with   a   clove hitch   in the centre of a piece of sisal on the hook. Work both ends 

(a & b) around the lip of the hook as    shown    in    the second picture. Using both ends put Thumb 

Knots around the 'rope' you have created. Finish with a Reef Knot. 

 
 

 

Reeving a simple single and double pulley system 

 

 

 



Cats Paw 
 

 

 

Pickets & Anchors  
 

If at all possible you should anchor your ropes to a fixed object such as a 'big' tree or rock. However, 

they are rarely available in the right places so we have to create our own anchors. There are three 

possibilities the 3-2-1 picket, the picket and log anchor and the dead-man anchor. They are illustrated 

below; in each case the pickets should be at least 160cms long and put in position with a sledge hammer 

or large mallet. If the ground is soft they may need to be longer. The pickets should be set in the ground 

at 60 degrees and the bindings between pickets should always run from the top of one picket to the 

bottom of as a rule of thumb Pickets should be positioned in the ground approx. 3 times the height from 

which the main rope leaves the structure, i.e. if the main rope passes over the sheer legs at 3 metres 

above the ground then the pickets should be set in the ground 9 meters from the base of the sheer legs. 

It would be normal practice to fix the rope to a log and picket anchor / dead-man anchors and fix the 

pulley assembly to a 3-2-1 picket. 

 

 
 

 

 

Fixed anchors 
 

With fixed anchors, such as trees, you need to create a loop of rope on which to fix pulleys. This is done 

by wrapping a rope around a tree a number of times as shown. The collective strength of the loops of 

rope must exceed the strength of the rope being strained otherwise the loops are the weakest part of the 

structure. It is therefore suggested that 25mm rope is used for this job and is wound around the tree at 

least 4 times. Protection of trees if you are fixing a rope or spar you should be careful not to damage the 

bark. This can be done by using some sacking or old canvas to protect the bark from friction. It may 

also be necessary to use sacking or padding on a structure if the rope will be subject to excessive 

friction, particularly in the case of a monkey bridge. This is particularly important when using synthetic 

ropes as they are prone to melt if in a friction situation or if two ropes are rubbing off each other. 

 



 

 

 

Raising to Position 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Rope Weave 
 

 
 

This is considered an advanced skill and will be added to the manual in a future update 

 

 

 



 

Basic Knots 
 

Reef Knot 

 

The reef knot is one of the most popular and useful knots for joining two ends of rope together. Because 

this is a very neat and flat knot it is very useful for tying the ends of bandages. 

 
 

 
 

Surgeon's Knot 

The surgeon's knot is like the reef knot except that it has an extra turn as the second crossing is made. 

This extra turn provides extra friction in the make up of the knot 

 

Clove Hitch 

 

The clove hitch is used to fix a rope to a post and is a widely used knot in pioneering. It consists of two 

half hitches one placed behind the other and in this way it can be slipped over the end of a spar. This 

hitch will take an outwards or a downward strain without slipping. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure of Eight 

 

This knot can be used as an end knot as in the overhand knot. When made with a doubled rope it will 

form a non slip loop. A knot such as this is used in climbing to secure ropes. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

Round turn and two half hitches 
 

This knot is normally used to secure a rope to a tree or pole as it will not slip under strain.  It moors 

boats safely and will support loads of any description. If this hitch is to remain in place for some time 

you should stop or seize the ends with sisal to prevent slipping. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



Timber Hitch. 

Used to attach a rope to a large log or bundle of wood. Pass the rope around the spar. Create a running 

loop by taking the working end around the standing part of the rope and underneath itself. Twist the 

working end back on itself to use al l  of the spare cordage. Pull tight. 

 
This hitch is also used to start the diagonal lashing. 

 

 

 

Sheet Bend 

 

The sheet bend is the most commonly used general purpose knot at sea and on land. It does not damage 

the rope, is easy to tie and untie. It is used to join two ropes together and is especial good for ropes of 

unequal thickness 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Bowline 

 

The bowline has been called the king of knots. It will never slip or jam if properly made and, thus, is 

excellent for tying around a person in a rescue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



Double Figure of Eight (Loop) 

 

The figure of eight loop is a widely used knot in climbing. It is easy to tie and offers a secure loop that 

can be attached to belay points and karabiners. The knot can also be used to secure a climbing rope to a 

climber. This is done by making a simple figure of eight knot (see basic knots) and following the course 

of this knot with the end of the rope. The knot is pulled to secure. Because the knot is so distinctive it 

can be easily checked by team leaders before abseiling etc. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Pursik Knot 

 

This is a specific climbing knot that allows the knot to lock when under tension and to allow movement 

when slack. This allows a climber to pull themselves up a rope using friction. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Marlin Hitch (rope ladder knot) 

 

The loops can be used to insert batons to forms the rungs of the ladder.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Italian Hitch (Munster Hitch) – Emergency Belay  

 

Can be used in place of a descended or belay device in emergencies 

 
 

 

 

Timber Hitch with Half Hitch  

 

For securing logs normally for pulling out 

 

 

 
  



Lashings 
 

Lashing use a method of 'wrapping' the rope around the spars, this 'wrapping' is called binding. The 

binding of the spars coupled with frapping - binding between the spars so as to tighten the bindings - 

create the lashing. There are four types of lashing - square, diagonal, sheer, tripod. Each lashing has a 

specific use and its strengths are best realised by using the correct lashing at each stage of the project. 

When lashing spars together it's important to use ropes of the correct thickness and length. For staves 

and spars up to 30 mm in diameter, use sisal. For spars up to 75mm in diameter use light rope. 

 

 

As to length, 1 meter of rope for each 25mm of the combined diameter of the spars. For example, when 

using timbers of 75mm - 100mm spars you will need approx. 7 meters of rope per lashing. 

 

Square Lashings 

 

The square lashing is used whenever spars cross at right angles to each other. There are three common 

types of lashings used in this way. The traditional square lashing, the Japanese square lashing, and the 

Norwegian square lashing.  
 

 

Traditional Square Lashing 

 

This lashing is started by tying a clove hitch to the upright spar under the spar crossing it. The lashing is 

then bound as shown completing 4 - 5 turns and with the bindings side by side. Frapping should then be 

applied between the spars so as to tighten the bindings. The lashing is finished with a clove hitch around 

the cross spar. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Japanese lashing 

 

This lashing is applied by halving your lashing rope and placing a loop around the upright spar below 

the cross spar. The two ropes are then bound around the spars in the same method as the tradition 

lashing except the double rope is used. When the frapping has to be applied the double rope is split and 

working each end frapping is applied by crossing over each rope so forming the frapping. One of the 

advantages of frapping this way is that you are able to get the frapping tighter because you are pulling 

against each other. The lashing is finished by tying a reef knot in the two ends of the lashing rope. This 

lashing is applied by halving your lashing rope and placing a loop around the upright spar below the 

cross spar. The two ropes are then bound around the spars in the same method as the tradition lashing 

except the double rope is used. When the frapping has to be applied the double rope is split and working 

each end frapping is applied by crossing over each rope so forming the frapping. One of the advantages 

of frapping this way is that you are able to get the frapping tighter because you are pulling against each 

other. The lashing is finished by tying a reef knot in the two ends of the lashing rope. 

 

 

 
 

Norwegian Lashing 

 

The Norwegian method of lashing again uses a doubled rope. In this lashing however we use the 

method of pulling against each other used in the frapping of the Japanese method throughout the lashing 

process. The lashing is finished with a reef knot to tie the two ends together 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Diagonal lashing 

 

The diagonal lashing is used to 'spring' two spars together that do not touch where they cross. Begin 

with a timber hitch around both spars. Tighten it to draw the two spars together. Three or four binding 

turns are made around one fork, four more around the other fork. The turns should be beside each other 

not on top of each other. A number of frapping should be made between the spars to tighten up the 

lashing bindings. Finish the lashing with a clove hitch 

 

 
Filipino Lashing 

 

Similar to the Diagonal except the start is a loop rather than a timber hitch 

 

 
Gilwell Scaffold Lashing 

 

This is used as a temporary lashing to hold a spar in place whilst been lashed at the other end to allow 

the scout to use both hands and not to tie up a second scout in supporting the spar 

 



Sheer lashing 

 

The sheer lashing is used to lash to spars together that will ultimately be spread apart to form a shear 

legs which are used in a number of pioneering projects. This lashing can also be used to join two spars 

together so as to give you a longer spar. When the lashing is used in this way you need to tie two 

lashings one at each end of the joint. The lashing is made by making a clove hitch around one of the 

spars and then binding the two spars together by a number of turns side by side, usually about eight 

turns. When the binding is complete, a number of frapping are tied between the spars, finishing the 

lashing with a clove hitch around the second spar. You can now open the spars to form your sheer legs. 
 

 
 

Tripod lashing 

 

The tripod lashing is used to create a tripod with three spars or extended to four spars to form a quad 

lashing. Start the lashing by placing the spars side up side ends to ends butts to butts. Start with a clove 

hitch on one of the outside spars and weave the rope around the spars in a figure of eight motion. There 

should have eight or so bindings side by side before you should apply a number of frapping between 

each spar. Finish the lashing with a clove hitch on the opposite outside spar. The three spars should then 

be lifted upright before the legs are spread. This lashing unlike other must not be oversight otherwise it 

will not be possible to spread the legs correctly. 

 
 

Quick Tripod Lashing 

 



Whippings and Splices  

 

Simple Whipping.   

Like all types of Whipping, this is used to secure the end of a piece of rope, to stop it from fraying . 

 
 

The pictures above explain themselves. At the last stage, pull the long end tight, to make the short end 

disappear. Ensure each turn is very tight, this will ensure the whole whipping doesn't fall apart. 

 

Sail makers whipping 

In order to prevent a rope from fraying a whipping is applied to the end of a rope. Nylon and plastic 

ropes are easily prevented from fraying by sealing the end of the rope by melting the fibres using a 

candle or soldering iron. 

 

 
 

 

West Country Whipping. 

 
 

Again, the West Country Whipping serves the same purpose as the Simple Whipping. 
 

To make a West Country 

 

Whipping, place the middle of the whipping twine under the rope, bring the ends up and tie an Overhand 

Knot. Lower the two ends and tie an Overhand Knot underneath, continue this process and finish with a 

Reef Knot. 

 

Both of these whippings can be made on other things, not just rope, for example cup handles or torches. 

 

 

 



 

Back splice 

 

A back splice is used to prevent a rope from fraying. It is created by unravelling about 120 mm of the rope end. 

The first step is to make a Crown Knot. Then taking each strand in turn plait it back into the rope. This is 

done by skipping one lay of the rope and passing the strand under the next. Move to the next strand and 

repeat this process until all the stands are plaited back into the rope. Place the splice on the ground and roll it 

under your foot to work in the plait. Tidy up the frayed ends of the splice by burning off ends. 

 
 

 

Eye Splice 

 

The eye splice is slightly more complicated that the other splicing methods however the plaiting method is the 

same. Normally it is necessary to have an awl or pointed dowel to enable the lay of the rope to be opened. 

This is done by twisting the rope, pushing the dowel between the lay to create a hole so that the plaiting 

strand can be passed through the lay of the rope. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Unravel the end of the rope by about 120mm. Turn the rope to create the loop. Observe the lay of the rope. It 

will have 3 strands and it is necessary to place a strand under each lay of the rope. Be careful not to get your 

strands crossed - under the same lay - otherwise the splice will not plait correctly. When the strands have 

been placed equally under the 'lays' plait the rope as in the back splice - skip one lay and under the next. Tidy up 

the ends by burning when finished 



The Phoenix Challenge – Pioneering Guidelines  

 

Campcraft can be said to be the set of skills that apply to Standing Camps. These include:  

 

 Erection and maintenance of relevant tentage  

 Construction and maintenance of campsite gadgets  

 Food storage and hygiene 

 Cooking  

 General campsite safety and hygiene 

 

For the purpose of this manual, the sections relevant to pioneering has been extracted 

 

Campsite Gadgets 

The question needs to be asked, why construct gadgets from timber and rope in the first place? Indeed, 

it may be asked, why do we simply not use fold out camp tables and benches, etc, when on standing 

camps? Before going on to look at the various approaches to constructing campsite gadgets, it is 

important to know why we should bother to construct them in the first place.  

    

 The patrol is required to work together as a team to construct the site. 

 The site requires maintenance by the patrol, which in turn demands organisation on behalf of the 

patrol. 

 There is a major sense of achievement to be gained by the patrol being able to say 'we made 

that'. 

 It is a very different sort of camping to that undertaken by families or other youth groups, and is 

 Identifiable as 'scout camping'. 

 

Approaches to Constructing Campsite Gadgets 

 

There are two basic approaches that can be taken when constructing gadgets for camp or any other 

activity. 

 

Pre-prepared. In this approach, timber is collected well before the activity, and is cut into various 

lengths. Patrols design gadgets for the various parts of the campsite and practice the construction of 

these. The timber can then be stored in bundles ready for use when next required. 

 

On-the-spot. With this approach timber is gathered at the site of where it will be used and patrols 

construct gadgets with the available timber. Gadget designs used by patrols may be based on gadgets 

built previously, but will often vary due to the differing amounts of timber that may be available from 

site to site. 

 

There is much to be said for the ingenuity required in constructing campsites with whatever timber if 

available at any given site. However, timber is rarely available is great quantities at any recognised 

campsites, and even if the campsite happens to be near to a forest, cutting of fresh timber for every camp 

cannot be regarded as being very environmentally friendly. 

 

There are a number of advantages to a troop adopting the pre-prepared approach. 

 Basic principles in gadget construction can be taught to patrols before the camp. 

 Patrols can design their own gadgets in advance of the camp, giving them the chance to 'play 

around' with different ideas.  

 Quantities of timber are guaranteed, which means that the basic gadgets required for a 

comfortable camp can be constructed. 

 Safe and structural sound gadgets can be built as the quality of timber is assured.  

 Additional responsibility is put on the patrols to ensure that their timber is prepared and ready for 



the activity. 

Of course a major disadvantage to the pre-prepared approach is that all this timber has to be 'lugged' 

with the troop to the activity. The availability of suitable transport may in turn limit the amount of timber 

that can be brought on any one trip. Like wise the timber needs a place to be stored when not in use, and 

this may be a concern for troops who do not own their own property. There is also a danger that 'set' 

gadgets will be used by all the patrols within a troop. While over a number of years, favourite designs 

may, and probably will, develop within a troop, patrols should be encouraged at all times to experiment 

and come up with new designs for campsite gadgets.  

  

The Phoenix Challenge & Campcraft 

The Phoenix Challenge has a number of functions within the Scout programme. Many of the activities 

on the event will test a patrols ability to adapt to different situations and to solve problems. However, 

this is not the primary aim of the Campcraft section of the event. 

 

Just as the MPC/Sionnach programmes promote lightweight camping standards, one of the chief roles of 

the Campcraft section of the Phoenix is to promote the use of Campcraft skills and to set basic standards 

for their use. It is hoped that by promoting Campcraft skills in this way that troops will in turn 

incorporate a high standard of these skills into their standing camps and in patrol activities throughout 

the year. 

 

While it is true to say that there is no one 'right' way of doing Campcraft, there are a number of basic 

principles and rules to be observed when constructing a campsite, from the pitching of a tent, to the 

storage of food, to the construction of a gadget. These principles and rules form the basis for the  

 

Campcraft guidelines issued for the competition. 

 

When it comes to designing gadgets, the guidelines should be kept in mind at all times. They ensure that 

a gadget is going to be safe and will function as required. In this way, basic standards of Campcraft are 

maintained, while individual patrols are still free to produce their own designs. 

 

General Information 

 The size of the site will be 40ft (deep) by 45ft (wide) for non-mixed patrols, and 40ft (deep) by 

50ft (wide) for mixed patrols. Sites will be marked out in advance, and patrols should not alter 

their allocated site. 

 Gadgets may be free standing or driven into the ground. However, 'Guy lines' supporting gadgets 

are not allowed. 

 No pre-fabricated gadgets are allowed. This refers specifically to the tying of lashings (typically 

figure-of-eight lashings on tri-pods) in advance of the competition. Any such lashings found on 

check-in will be dismantled. This does not refer to table-tops, fire trays, patrol boxes, etc. 

 Troops are allowed to have the different gadgets bundled together, colour coded for 

identification, etc, upon arrival if they so wish. 

 Fire extinguishers are banned on patrol sites. Past experience has shown that, in general, Scouts 

do not know how to use them, and often the wrong types of extinguishers are brought. Buckets 

of sand and water should be provided instead, and fire blankets may also be provided. No gadget 

is required for the fire point. However, a clearly defined fire point should be present on all sites. 

 Water treatment facilities do not need to be constructed on patrol sites. Experience has shown 

that these gadgets have been rarely used correctly in the past. 

 The cutting of sods is not allowed. Fire trays must be used. 

 Please note that no equipment or timber poles/spars will be supplied to participating patrols. Each 

patrol must supply all of their own equipment for the event. 



Site Inspection Guidelines - Gadgets 

For each of the items listed below, safety is assessed at all times. On all gadget items, the suitability of the design, 

the soundness of construction and the standard of lashings is assessed at all times. 

All gadgets should be used for their purpose at all times. Gadgets built but not actually in use, for example a 

dresser without pots on display, etc, will not be able to gain maximum points. 

Where free-standing Campcraft is used, the majority of gadgets are built using Tri-pods or Quad-pods. It is 

important that these items are braced correctly. Failure to do so can result in a structure collapsing if knocked 

against. This would be especially dangerous in the case of tables and alter fires. 

In the case of Tri-pods, braces should be lashed on around the three sides of the structure, preferably with the 

braces low to the ground (especially on heavier gadgets). An alternative is a T-bar structure, although this can 

allow the back leg to swing if it is not done correctly. In the case of Quad-pods, diagonal braces should be used, 

again preferably low to the ground. Where one of these structures is braced by other parts of the gadget, then there 

may not be a need to use braces as described above. The important point is that on any tri-pod or quad-pod, none 

of the legs should be free to move. If in doubt use one of the above systems. 

 

Please note that there will be four divisions of waste required: plastic, glass, tin and other. Patrols should burn 

paper and card waste where possible during the course of the event. 

Depending on design, some of the gadgets mentioned below may be combined into one gadget. Alternatively, 

some of their functions may be separated into different gadgets. Regardless of the design used, it is important that 

all the functions of the items listed below are catered for on the site. 

Table & Seating The table-top should be a flat piece of wood, and should not be free to move 
the height of the table and seating should be appropriate for the size of the patrol 

members - no scout on the patrol should have to 'reach up' to the table, and 

neither should any patrol members feet be dangling in midair while seated free 

movement in and out of the seating should be possible 

 
 

 

 

Alter Fire The top of the fire tray should be at least 18" and no more than 
30" off the ground 
All timber and sisal in the immediate area of the fire tray should be heat 
Protected with mud and/or tin foil 
The fire tray should not be free to move 



The fire tray should be level 

 

Food Prep Area The work surface should be waist height for an average Scout the work surface 

should not be free to move the work surface should be level 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waste Disposal waste bags on the gadget should be clear of the ground waste bags should not be 

allowed to more than 
Z
A full there should be 4 divisions of waste 

 
Dresser all items stored on the gadget should be clear of the ground ideally, all utensils, 

cooking and personal, should be catered for on the dresser- this has the added 

bonus of removing clutter from the store tent the gadget should be constructed 

so as to allow storage of utensils securely - i.e. they will not be blown off by 

wind, etc. the usage of bamboos and elastics to provide 'slots' for plates, etc. is 

permitted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Washing Area 

 

 
Dishes, drying areas, etc. should be waist height for an average Scout 
Ideally, provision should be made for the storage of water containers 
Ideally, separate dishes should be provided for utensil and personal 
Washing 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chopping Area 

 
some form of plastic should be used to define a chopping area the area 

should be adequate to allow safe chopping of wood - i.e. An arms length 

clearance in all directions the area should have some form of boundary use 

should be made of a chopping block safe storage of saws and axes is of 

most importance, whether this is done in the chopping area or in the store 

tent 

 

Gate Way This should only be constructed after the rest of the site has been 

finished 
It should allow for easy access to the site - both width and height 
Clearance for adults 
It should be safe in design 
It should have some form of patrol identification (sign, flag, notice board, 
Etc.) 

 

Boundaries A single boundary line is sufficient - double boundaries are not recommended 
Correct knots should be used at the boundary poles - round turn and two 
Half hitches at the start and finish, and clove hitches or marlin spike 
Hitches on intermediate poles 
Interior boundaries should be kept simple 

 

Fire Point 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Layout 
 

 

 

 

Wood Pile

Should be clearly identified and should be in a central location 

 

 
 
Different areas of the site should be clearly defined, but not necessarily with 

boundaries 
The fire should be kept at the furthest point from the tents relevant items 

should be located together 
The use of space is important - it should be possible to walk around the site 

 
Fire wood should be graded - kindling to heavier wood (3 grades of firewood 

should be considered) 
The wood should have adequate protection from the elements 
Axe & saw should be stored in a safe manner 

 

 

 


